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Bull’s Eye Exploration fulfills its first obligation under DIAGNOS’ contract 

Brossard, Quebec, Canada – February 15, 2007 - DIAGNOS inc. (“DIAGNOS” or the "Corporation") (VENTURE TSX:  
ADK), a leader in the use of artificial intelligence (“AI”) and advanced knowledge extraction techniques, confirms the 
payment of $200,000 from its partner Bull’s Eye Exploration, representing 50% of the total revenue for the acquisition 
of 10 properties in the Chibougamau, Rouyn-Noranda and Val-d’Or regions.  The remaining amount of $200,000 will 
be paid in shares of Bull’s Eye Exploration.  
 
“Our team is looking forward to initiate the exploration work directly on the zones that CARDS was able to produce on 
the 10 properties acquired. Bull’s Eye has an option to acquire 10 more properties from DIAGNOS under the same 
terms and conditions.” said Mr Tony Perron, President of Bull’s Eye Exploration.  “DIAGNOS has been working with 
Bull’s Eye Exploration for several months. We are pleased with our partnership and we are confident that we can 
contribute to this new exploration company.” declared Mr Michel Fontaine, Vice-President - Business Development of 
DIAGNOS. 
 
About DIAGNOS 
DIAGNOS inc. develops and markets data mining software.  The Corporation designed and developed MCubiX, a 
data mining software suite capable of extracting knowledge from historical data - in the form of images, text or 
traditional databases - and making predictions that improve business processes and decision making ability.  CARDS 
(Computer Aided Resource Detection Software) can be applied to several sectors of prospecting, such as diamond, 
gold, zinc, copper and the oil and gas, and each one of these resources require a distinct methodology endorsed by 
the application.  For further information, please visit our Website at www.diagnos.ca. 
 
The Corporation’s objective is to develop a royalty stream by significantly enhancing and participating in the 
exploration success rate of mining and oil and gas companies. 
 
The TSX Venture Exchange has not reviewed and does not accept responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this 
release. 
 
For more information, please contact: 
André Larente, President    Michel Fontaine, Vice-President – Business Development 
Telephone:  (450) 678-8882, ext. 24  Telephone:  (450) 678-8882, ext. 22 
alarente@diagnos.ca     mfontaine@diagnos.ca 
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